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Abstract—An effective tool used by planners and policy makers
in public health, such as Center for Disease Control (CDC),
to curtail spread of infectious diseases over a given population
is contagion diffusion simulations. These simulations model the
relevant characteristics of the population (age, gender, income
etc.) and the disease (attack rate, etc.) and compute the spread
under various configuration and plausible intervention strategies
(such as vaccinations, school closure, etc.). Hence, the model and
the computation form a complex agent based system and are
highly compute and resource intensive.

In this work, we design a benchmark consisting of several
kernels which capture the essential compute, communication,
and data access patterns for such applications. For each kernel,
the benchmark provides different evaluation strategies. The
goal is to (a) derive alternative implementations for computing
the contagion by combining different implementation of the
kernels, and (b) evaluate which combination of implementation,
runtime, and hardware is most effective in running large scale
contagion diffusion simulations. Our proposed benchmark is
designed using C++ generic programming primitives and lifting
sequential strategies for parallel computations. Together, these
lead to a succinct description of the benchmark and significant
code reuse when deriving strategies for new hardware. For the
benchmark to be effective, this aspect is crucial, because the
potential combination of hardware and runtime are growing
rapidly thereby making infeasible to write optimized strategy
for the complete contagion diffusion from ground up for each
compute system.

I. INTRODUCTION

By far, the High Performance Linpack (HPL) or Top 500
benchmark [10] is the most widely recognized and discussed
metric for ranking high performance computing system. How-
ever, with the new trends in hardware, we need take into
account the interconnect and data access patterns of the
underlying application as well [8]. Therefore, there arises
a need for application specific benchmarking to capture the
essential compute, communication and data access patterns of
high performance applications.

Interaction based simulations provide a realistic insight on
disease spreading mechanisms which are modeled on social

contact networks and daily activities of people in the network.
Such models rely on high performance computing systems to
provide fast and accurate results for making quick and sensible
decisions during an outbreak. Current large scale simulation
for contagion diffusion exists for Blue Waters machine using
Charm++ runtime [12]. In this work, we present an application
specific C++ benchmark to evaluate such systems using a suite
of six generic kernels with different implementation strategies
to determine which combination of the implementation, run-
time, and hardware is most effective in simulating contagion
over large social contact networks.

II. CONTRIBUTIONS

We developed specifications and epidemiology oriented
metrics for our kernels and provide their generic implemen-
tations in C++. The kernels we provide for agent based
and contact based contagion models are designed to cap-
ture the computational complexity (and not semantics) of
algorithms [1],[2] which are widely used in tools which
simulate contagion-diffusion over social network. And lastly,
we develop scalable shared and distributed memory generic
implementation of kernels using task based parallelism and
message passing interface.

III. RELATED WORK

Application specific benchmarking is essential for two rea-
sons (a) to find better correlation between an application and
the machine running it and (b) to help choose most appropriate
hardware-software configuration for given application and sys-
tem parameters. This motivated the Graph 500 [3] benchmark
to be developed for applications with graphs as their core
analytical workloads. The Boost Graph Library [4] is based on
BOOST C++ framework and generic programming principles.
PBGL [6] is distributed graph library built by lifting, i.e,
providing distributed implementation for various interfaces and
operators in BGL.



IV. HIGH LEVEL SPECS AND INTERFACE DESIGN

A. Specifications

a. kernel0<DegreeDistOfPersonsT,
DegreeDistOfLocationsT>: Takes as input,
the degree distribution for persons and locations. The
output is list of person and location pairs. Each pair
(p, l) represents an activity by person p at location l.

b. kernel1<GraphT,DiseaseModelT<ModelT,
CriteriaT>>: Produces an activity graph defined
by the (p, l) activity list. The parameters GraphT and
DiseaseModelT control the type of the generated
network graph and the initial state of the vertices
respectively.

c. kernel2<GraphT,DiseaseModelT<ModelT,
CriteriaT>>: Produces a contact graph.

d. kernel3<LocationGroupT>: Distributes the loca-
tions in activity graph into location groups. The data
structures for location group are controlled through the
LocationGroupT parameter.

e. kernel4<GraphT,DiseaseModelT<ModelT,
CriteriaT>,InterventionT,
ContagionFunctorT>: Simulates contagion
over the activity graph.

f. kernel5<GraphT,DiseaseModelT<ModelT,
CriteriaT>,InterventionT,
ContagionFunctorT>: Simulates contagion
over the contact graph.

B. Interfaces

The implementations for the parameters much conform to
the constraint in order to derive a functional benchmark.

a. GraphT:
i. Must provide iterator-style access to vertices and

edges. We adapt our interface to common vertex
and edge iterators defined in Boost.Graph

ii. Must have provision for property map to associate
vertices and edges with their respective properties.

iii. In non-mutable graph, where vertices/edges cannot
be deleted from memory, logical deletion (such as
filtering) can be used.

Note: We develop similar interfaces for other benchmark
parameters such as DiseaseModelT, InterventionT
and ContagionFunctorT. However, the constraints are not
provided here due to lack of space.

V. LIFTING SEQUENTIAL METHODS FOR SHARED AND
DISTRIBUTED MEMORY ALGORITHM

We develop a task based work stealing model to lift the
sequential algorithms for shared and distributed memory al-
gorithms. A worker is either a thread (shared memory) or an
MPI process (distributed). Our approach is based upon Intel
TBB [7] task based scheduling. An idle worker may steal the
task from task pool. An MPI worker can be assigned a task
from a task pool which it can further spawn threads (workers,
again) to create additional sub-tasks.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND METRICS

The Total Interactions Per Second (TIPS) metric provides
us a number for particular combination of strategy, runtime
and hardware combination. The number of interactions in
a contact network are independent of disease parameters
where as a weaker metric such as number of infections per
second depends upon disease parameters such as infectivity,
transmissibility etc [5]. We evaluate or benchmark on two of
our systems - BlueRidge (ARC, Virginia Tech) and Shadowfax
(VBI, Virginia Tech). Preliminary results indicate that the
BlueRidge system is more scalable than Shadowfax.

VII. CONCLUSION AND ONGOING WORK

Our work is lies on the intersection of generic program-
ming and high performance computing for computational
epidemiology. We present a suite of kernels that together form
benchmark for contagion diffusion simulation. We provide
an encoding of the benchmark specifications using C++11
templates and iterators that is generic and composable, i.e,
different implementations of kernels can be composed together
to arrive at alternative implementations of the benchmark.
Ongoing work: Our current work is focused upon two ma-
jor aspects (a) Standardization – developing codes for our
benchmark so to make it compatible to any standard graph
library which implements its basic specifications, and (b)
Distributed/shared memory implementation – we aim to lift
the sequential implementation for large scale shared memory
and distributed memory implementations without affecting the
genericness and simplicity of the benchmark.
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